A new paradigm for theory in integrative biology: the principle of auto-associative stabilization: biochemical networks and the selection of neuronal groups.
This paper discusses rationale for a theory in biology: what exactly is a theory in biology? Is it of a mathematical nature? How to conceive an integrative theory and why? Replies to these questions are offered for subsequent discussions as concerns the mathematical theory of integrative physiology (MTIP) proposed by the author. It is shown that such a theory is a theoretical framework built on a representation in terms of hierarchical functional interactions and a specific formalism, the S-Propagator, to traverse the levels of organization. As for all natural theories, the MTIP is based on a general principle specific to biology, the principle of auto-associative stabilization (PAAS). In this framework, two models are revisited for a novel interpretation: the first addresses the dynamics of biochemical networks, the second addresses the selection of groups of neurons (TSGN) as suggested by Edelman.